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Step into a realm of unparalleled luxury with this exquisite residence that effortlessly defines a new standard of opulent

living. From its grand contemporary style to the meticulously crafted spaces flooded with natural light, every detail speaks

of sophistication and refinement. This is not just a home; it's a masterpiece that raises the bar, inviting those with a

discerning taste to indulge in the epitome of luxurious living. Don't miss the chance to make this unprecedented luxury

apartment your own, a rare gem that promises an extraordinary lifestyle experience.Nestled in a highly sought-after

location, this remarkable residence combines luxury with convenience. Strategically positioned within walking distance to

local shops, Box Hill Hospital, parks, schools, bus stops, the Eastern Freeway, and the bustling Box Hill Shopping Centre, it

ensures that every necessity and desire is easily within reach. The seamless integration of urban amenities and natural

surroundings makes this property not just a home but a gateway to a lifestyle of ease and sophistication.Indulge in the

remarkable features that elevate this residence to a league of its own. The spacious bedroom, complete with built-in

robes, provides a private sanctuary within this luxurious abode. The open-plan living space creates a harmonious flow,

offering a canvas for personalized living arrangements. The designer kitchen stands as a testament to culinary excellence,

equipped with a gas cooktop, oven, dishwasher, and ample storage for both functionality and style. A European laundry

adds a touch of practicality, seamlessly integrated into the overall design.Temperature control meets comfort with a split

system air conditioning unit in the living area, ensuring a perfect atmosphere regardless of the season. Step outside onto

the north-facing secure balcony, where natural light bathes the space, creating a tranquil outdoor retreat. However, the

pinnacle of luxury awaits atop the building—a breathtaking rooftop terrace. This communal oasis features a swimming

pool with a 360-degree view of the city and Yarra Ranges, a state-of-the-art gymnasium, and a communal barbecue area,

providing residents with an exclusive haven to unwind and entertain amidst unparalleled vistas.    


